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The new Concert Hall, Conference Center and Hotel (CCH) 
and the development of the area will put Reykjavik and 
Iceland on the map as one of the best cultural and tourist 
destinations in the world.

ICONIC

The CCH will become a catalyst for revitalization of the 
inner city; reorganizing and mending it. It will link the sea 
with the city and form the vehicle for change of the harbour 
front.

CATALYST

The CCH will
and diversity that emerges from the variety of developments. 
These will include corporate headquarters, retail space, 
apartments and cultural facilities.

DIVERSITY

This project will make the Musical Box the cultural engine 
for the entire downtown area. The focal point will be a state 
of the art performance hall for ISAK.

SYNERGY

Creating a business plan that incorporates the best partners 

mixing local and international know how.
The Music Box and the development of the entire area will 
be woven together with the existing fabric by planning the 
physical environment to become well integrated into the 
character of Reykjavik.

REALISM



REYKJAVÍK
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MASTERPLAN

EAST HARBOUR - MASTERPLAN
SCALE 1:2000

CONCEPT

areas that are a catalyst for adding life in the city’s 
centre with open areas and plazas.

the city to the harbour, public areas and cultural plaza 
for urban activities are created also for more versatile 
and lively downtown area. 

the city and with spectacular views towards the harbour and 
the mountains. 

an outdoor auditorium and a mixture of cafes, retail and 
restaurants.

and with retail on ground level. 

closest to the old city centre with gradual increase in volume 
size as one moves towards the CC building 

organic nature, and music of Iceland with its spectacular simple 
exterior form and complex, curved interior.
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OVERALL VIEW OF LOT B AND C



MASTERPLAN
From that junction is the main public access into lot B and C 
with a one way street through the plaza, with access to the 

new semi-pedestrian street alongside the hotel. The existing 

entry for the CCH and the east harbour. 

becomes the main access to the parking in lot A. Therefore 

underground parking. We also propose Kalkofnsvegur to be a 

Access to the parking facilities in lot B and C is through the car 
park south of the CC building.
Providing at grade pedestrian crossings is now quite common 

subways or bridges.  This is because, in towns and urban 
areas, a higher priority is given to the convenience of pedestrian 
movement, and pedestrians prefer to stay ‘at grade’.

The proposal is to provide three wide at grade pedestrian 
crossings while at the same time changing the appearance of 

CCH area.  While pedestrian volumes have been uncertain, 
the absolute peak hour movement is estimated to be in the 

relatively speaking the pedestrian volume is quite low.

A method sometimes used as a guide to pedestrian and car 

adopted by the American Highways Capacity Manual.  This is 

on a scale of A to E, where A is most convenient (speeds are 

is sporadic and unstable).
The following assumptions have been made:  Pedestrian 

crossing width of 5 m.  A 90s cycle time, with an effective (green 

a ‘moderate’ probability of pedestrian non compliance with the 
green signal).  A crossing length of 9 m.

of service is ‘A’.  This is a very rough calculation, but it does 
give an order of magnitude.

urban downtown surroundings will ensure full awareness of 
the road users and increase the probability they will use the 
crossing correctly.  The details of the pedestrian crossing 
design will help to provide the necessary clarity of the situation 

EAST HARBOUR - MASTERPLAN
LEVEL -1
SCALE 1:1500

A new pedestrian bridge is proposed to link the development to 

This will create a circular pedestrian way where people can 
move to the cultural plaza via the pedestrian bridge for a meal 

Arnarhóll. The pedestrian bridge can also serve as a gateway 
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Parking spaces are about 90% non visible, either underground 
or in a semi-open parking structure. In lot A we have approx. 
400 spaces, all underground in two levels. We have on 

is linked to the basement in lot A with both a vehicle and 

south of the CC building there is an open parking structure 
with 265 parking spaces under the green hill area. This parking 

lot B and C we have around 240 parking spaces on grade, 
with 150 spaces visible, 90 spaces are under the green hill. 

pedestrian way, but marked with pollards. In the plan we have 
a total of 1,435 parking spaces for the new development and 
the RPS parking. 

The conventional engineering-led approach to street 

role.  A new terminology needs to be adopted to describe all 
the roles that a street can play in making a successful place, for 
example Main Road, Boulevard or Avenue, High Street, Mews 
and Courtyard.  The role of a street in the public realm and the 
types of buildings and landscape that line it all contribute to its 
character.

Through routes give life – they are the City’s arteries.  Pedestrian 
and vehicular movement requirements are opportunities for 
creating lively viable mixed use areas, rather than just problems 
to be diverted or re-routed.

asked ourselves “what would we like to see happen on this 
street?”  It is of course an important vehicular artery but It is 
also a special opportunity for linking Kvosin with Midbakki 
and formalizing an important vista from Arnaholl to the old 
harbour.  

The best way to do this is to design streets that encourage 
drivers to drive with caution.  The choice of surfaces, design of 
pedestrian crossings and signage can all help to achieve this. 

The proposed boulevard plays a crucial role in the masterplan 
for East Harbour and its key features, which will be design 
developed in due course, including:

Three wide and on grade pedestrian crossings

No on-street- parking and a minimum number of side 
turnings

A boulevard character comprising three rows of semi 
mature trees, a change in the colour and texture of the 
road surface, specially designed street lighting and 
active building frontages on either side when Midbakki 
is developed.

new buildings on Midbakki may not be in place.  However all 
the boulevard design features will be in place and if it is felt 
appropriate, strong glass screen panels can be located to 
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PARKING AND TRAFFIC
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VIEW FROM COVENT GARDEN

LOT A
plaza and public transportation hub.

Two circulation paths move through this complex.  

towards the CCH.  This will be the main link between Kvosin, 
the harbour area and the CCH. 

- Secondly a new cultural axis is proposed as a connection 

a future re-developed Tollhusid.  This path will cross lot A, 

an opening towards Arnarholl.  We are aware that this 
cultural axis is outside our planning area, but we believe 
that this integration has great potential for weaving the new 
development into the existing urban fabric. 

host an intimate semi-enclosed split level plaza at the centre of 

ground level to a lower level plaza which has its own enclosed 
micro climate and multiple facilities: a supermarket, a wine 
store, and a café that opens to the plaza and provides easy 
access to the car park.  This split level proposal is a result of 
studies of other very successful urban pedestrian areas such 

retail area.  The appropriate mix of retail and services will ensure 
active street life, and will function as a re-enforced continuous 

ground levels as above will be both vivid and diverse to provide 

ground level will consist of mixed use functions of residential 

that will be active in the evening.  Natural light studies have 

key location to help stimulate the cultural growth that will be a 
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EAST HARBOUR - MASTERPLAN
PLAN LOT A
SCALE 1:500
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LÆKJARGTORG
VIEW FROM LÆKJARGTORG TOWARDS LOT A



CONNECTION
VIEW DOWN THW AXIS, CONNECTING LOT A WITH LOT B
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BOULEVARD 
NOT INCLUDING MIÐBAKKEI DEVELOPMENT

VIEW DOWN THE BOULEVARD TOWARDS ARNARHÓLL

One of the primary conceptual planning ideas is the existing 

the Tollhús, Hafnarhús and city library. To the north is Miðbakki, 
lot E. We propose a 35,000 m2 mixed use development at 
Miðbakki, creating the needed edge condition to help create 

galleries, restaurants, cafes, retail and services will face 
the boulevard on one side, and the harbour on the other. A 
promenade follows the harbour front to the Concert Hall and 
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BOULEVARD
INCLUDING MIÐBAKKEI DEVELOPMENT

VIEW DOWN THE BOULEVARD TOWARDS ARNARHÓLL

and housing faces the harbour with spectacular views of the 
sea and mountains. 
In the planning proposal it is an option to develop Miðbakki 

and housing. Otherwise as shown in plans, it is possible to 

The connections to the harbour are with pedestrian ways 
connecting Miðbakki with the existing Kvosin. If Miðbakki will 
be developed later, it can still serve the city as a green parking 
area with possible small retail units for ice-cream and hot dog 
stands, sitting areas with glass windshields panels that can 
create shelter for reclining at Miðbakki as shown on drawings.



EAST HARBOUR - MASTERPLAN
LOT B
SCALE 1:500



LOT B

EAST HARBOUR - HOTEL FLOORS 
LOT B

SCALE 1:500
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C. This will allow the interaction of all elements by:

store fronts

                                                                                              
The hotel will span the northwest boundary of the lot. Opening 

of the inner harbour (north) and the new cultural plaza. By 

from the open public functions in the hotel’s lower level which 
will service and vitalize the street level, both towards the 
plaza and the harbour front.

promenade has been added between segment 1 and 2 of the 
hotel volume.

from being not only a part of the CCH but also in contact with 
the city core.

A spa and wellness center will be located in the penthouse, 
facing the plaza.

The layout of the hotel conference facilities and connections 
to the Concert Hall has been
revised to provide better connection between the Cultural 
Plaza and the harbor.
The conference hall exhibition space and associated meeting 
rooms have been moved to the
parking garage level. Relocating these functions provides for 
access from either the cultural
plaza (through monumental stairs and elevators); or directly 
from parking. Placing the meeting
functions at the lower level allows for the Cultural Plaza to 

of the exhibition space is provided by raised roof areas, 
creating sculptural forms at
the plaza level, while allowing light to the lower meeting 
facilities. The exhibition again serves
as the connection of the hotel functions (both public and 
service) to the CCH main conference
hall. This connection provides dedicated service access from 
the banquet kitchen and a
separated pedestrian link from the hotel to the CCH.

Banquet kitchen is located beneath the conference lobby of 
the hotel and hotel restaurant with direct access to restaurant 
areas and all conference rooms including conference hall.

service road behind the hotel.
The central location allows for controlled distribution of goods 
to appropriate service areas.

dock, while smaller deliveries
would arrive directly through the parking garage, allowing for 

penthouse will be added across the entire length of the hotel. 
In the second phase, there will be an option to add additional 

emphasizing the corner location of the building at this point. 

will be possible to expand the hotel in stages to almost the 
required extra 100 rooms within the same footprint.



PLAN AND SECTIONPROGRAM

ART UNIVERSITY

GROUNDFLOOR PLAN

SECTION BB

Iceland Academy of the Arts at the New Cultural Center
As an alternative to a cinema complex a proposed 
location of the Icelandic Academy of the Arts allows 

studies show that the internal function of the building will 

surroundings on multiple levels.

As the idea of this project suggests a new centre of 
Icelandic culture, is it not appropriate that the main root 
of Icelandic arts and culture should be included?  By 
moving a school of approximately 500 student and 300 

faculty and staff members close to the CCH, it will not 
only affect the activities of the street life and support 
local services and shops; it will increase the cultural 

The schools energy can spill out to the streets as well 
as host CCH events.  The Music Hall, Theatre and art 
galleries can host events that connect to the conference 
centre when needed, as well as student exhibitions of 
any sort can be held in surrounding outdoor spaces and 
in indoor galleries.  The area as a whole will have more 

as being enriched by the energy and enthusiasm that is 

WORKSHOPS RETAIL

OFFICESLIBARY

MIXED DEPARTMENTS

CLASS ROOMS

DININGHALL

GALLERYAUDITORIUMS



VIEW TOWARDS CINEMA/ART UNIVERSITY FROM CULTURAL PLAZA 
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LOT C

EAST HARBOUR - MASTERPLAN
HARBOUR ELEVATION 
SCALE 1:750

HOTEL

FUTURE EXTENSION OF 
HOTEL AS PENTHOUSE 
FLOOR

FUTURE EXTENSION OF HOTEL 
AS PENTHOUSE FLOOR

FUTURE EXTENSION OF HOTEL 2-3 
FLOORS

CONCERT HALL

CONFERENCE

CULTURAL PLAZA

FUTURE EXTENSION OF HOTEL 
AS PENTHOUSE FLOOR

destination – the cultural plaza. A sheltered space scaled 
according to Austurvöllur will be the setting for the concert 
hall.
The scale of this plaza has been carefully planned to use 
approximately two thirds of Austurvöllur at street level. This will 
meet the criteria for an intimate ante space for the CC building. 
By using the hills it can be extended to meet the requirements 
for special national or cultural activities –we have sought to 

project.

Essential to the well working and active plaza are active 
functions. The plaza has been carefully designed with pavilions 
for cafés, a cinema, a gift shop, and an outdoor sun facing 
amphitheatre hill. This will allow the greatest possible use 
throughout the year.

The development of the new version of the plaza takes into 
account a careful balance of visual and physical contact to 
the harbour front and yet creating balanced wind and sun 
conditions of the plaza.



EAST HARBOUR - MASTERPLAN
LOT C
SCALE 1:500
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optional line of quay



SHADOW STUDIES

DATE: JUNE 21
TIME: 12:00

DATE: JUNE 21
TIME: 14:00

DATE: MARCH 21
TIME: 12:00

DATE: MARCH 21
TIME: 14:00
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DATE: JUNE 21
TIME: 16:00

DATE: JUNE 21
TIME: 18:00

DATE: MARCH 21
TIME: 16:00

DATE: MARCH 21
TIME: 18:00



EAST HARBOUR - MASTERPLAN
PAVEMENTPLAN 
SCALE 1:1000

destination in Iceland. Culture seen as celebration of life will 
become key elements in this new urban area. The contrasting 
nature of the Icelandic climate and geography will become key 

the long dark season in winter; water in different appearances; 
the green vegetation inserted into the plan all celebrates life 
under these harsh conditions.

A new and characteristic landscape is created as a connecting 
element for the new Concert House area in Reykjavik. The 
motif of the landscape is the Icelandic cave turned inside out. 
Here the soft spoken meets the dramatic, the hot, the cold and 
light interacts with darkness.

basalt, slate, lava and marble. The stone planes are placed 
in polygon shapes that form a powerful and unique pattern. 
The differently shaped planes can be tilted which makes great 

also create edges to sit on and in some places shelters from 
the wind. 

The spatial displacements also create small and large pockets 
that collect water. These pockets and crevices caused by the 

lights, that will glow like lava at night while send out the crystal 
blue colors of the sea during the day. This type of illumination 
will light up in different places and hereby lead the way towards 
the Concert House.

In the southern part of the area, additional landscape features 
are made. In connection to the buildings and cut outs in the 

smaller areas consist of different types of landscapes gathered 
from different characteristic places in 
Iceland. The biotopes vary from being very soft, moist and 
bright green, to being raw, angular and dramatic. In some of 
the spaces tree types such as elm, rowan, larch and birch will 
be planted.

On the square in front of the Concert House, the topography 

will be hillier. The stone planes tilt upward and become stairs 
and resting-edges beneath the music café, where one can sit 
down and enjoy the view of the area or a happening on the big 
square.

Around the big stone surfaces in the middle of the square are 

being brought down into the surroundings as a varied element 
on the landscape plane.

LANDSCAPE PRELIMINARY STUDY



A VIEW ACROSS THE SQUARE TOWARDS THE SEA
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The effect of a new layout of the building development at the 
new Concert Hall in Reykjavik on the expected wind comfort 
on the Cultural plaza is evaluated as a desktop study taking 
the observations and results from a previous wind tunnel test 
[1] into account. 

In the following, the building arrangement tested in the wind 
tunnel study is referred as “initial” situation. 

access ways compared to the initial situation is expected. 

For wind directions around the axis south-west to 

wind comfort condition is expected. 
For wind approaching from north-west or south-
east the new landscape design has a larger positive 

The elevations, reaching 3 metres above terrain level 
on the plaza north side and 6 metres on the south 
side, will probably have a sheltering effect on the wind 
condition at the plaza. 
Main shelter will be obtained from the isolated 
buildings on the slopes framing the plaza for these 
wind directions. 

above slope level and, if necessary, in combination 
with windscreens between the buildings, an 
establishment of good wind comfort condition can be 
expected.

For further information, look into the separate report of the 
desk top study by Force Technology.



Schematic view

SKETCH FOR SURFACES OF CULTURAL PLAZA

LANDSCAPE PRELIMINARY STUDY



VIEW TOWARDS CULTURAL PLAZA
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CULTURAL PLAZA

VIEW TOWARDS CCH FROM CULTURAL PLAZA



FOOTBALL ON BIG SCREEN OUTDOOR ROCK CONCERT

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS MARKET 17. JÚNÍ - THE ICELANDIC NATIONAL DAY

CULTURAL PLAZA EVENTS
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CULTURAL PLAZA
VIEW TOWARDS LOT B



CULTURAL PLAZA
VIEW TOWARDS THE CCH BUILDING
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ART COUNSIL

DEVELOPMENT AREAS TO BE INCLUDED IN ARTIST COMPETITION

CULTURAL PLAZA

ENTRANCE

PLAZA

PLAZA

COVENT GARDEN

ENTRANCE

LÆKJARTORGET

as an open competition within the boundaries of Fasteign and 
Klasi proposal with respect to cost, planning and organization.

Artists participants list can be open, but we would like to include 
the following local artists as a starting point to the competition:

Our group is very focused on stimulating a cultural and 
creative environment. One way to achieve that is to involve 

urban environment and landscape design. 

streets, harbour quay, etc.

The selected artists could enrich everything from minor building 
elements and sculptures to the whole project if the art piece 
would tie together the project or link the development to the 
existing Kvosin. With that in mind we see this art competition 

The competition can be local or international and the artist 
selection can be individuals or in groups or even more than 
one artist can be selected. 

The competition jury will be composed of selective members 

Gjörningaklúbburinn 

Finnbogi Pétursson

Hrafnkell Sigurðsson

Ólafur Elíasson

Ólöf Nordal

Kristinn Hrafnsson

Lilja Pálmadóttir

Ragna Róbertsdóttir

Sigurður Árni Sigurðsson



PLAZA
VIEW TOWARDS THE CCH AND CINEMA BUILDINGS
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Music box: A container enclosing an apparatus 
capable of mechanically reproducing music activated 
by clockwork. A mystical piece of mechanics turning 
the unreachable world of music, beyond words, 
beyond mind and only to emotions 

SPILADÓS
THE CC BUILDING
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THE CCH BY NIGHT
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VIEW OF UPPER LOBBY
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Spiladós contains three “instruments” – three instruments 
located in the three main halls. These instruments, together 
with the fourth unit, occupy each corner of the building. 

progresses upwards, curved, and blending into the roof.
Earth and sky are united; four extruded instruments combine 
into one entity, one Spiladós. Concave “curtains” of curved 
clear “diamond” glass sit between the instruments, offering 
views of the harbour, the Atlantic Ocean and Esja.

and therefore the Spiladós must be able to design each 
individual event to emphasize the right atmosphere and meet 
expectations.

The high grade stainless steel mesh cladding will not only 

scenography in accordance with the character of the event. 

The arrival area will be on a split level. One at grade right 
off the main plaza in to lobby and one from the arrival at 
the underground parking level with multiple openings at the 
entrance zone allowing daylight and view into the ground 

At the lower level, wardrobes and restrooms are located next 
to the lower entrance lobby. This lobby can also be used for 
registration during conferences.

The lower lobby has now been expanded into become the 
main lobby for the conference hall. After going through the 

we have expanded the program area for the foyer function 

use of the building.

via openings in the ceiling as well as and opening directly into 
the harbor front.

The foyer will face south and reach into the plaza. To the 
north and east it will have a remarkable waterfront view, 
without interfering with the ongoing harbor activities along the 
pier.
Though still at a concept stage, we foresee a musical 
composition of various musical instruments creating the 
character of the three halls. The space in between these 
sculpted elements will form a multilevel atrium which will 

character and atmosphere for the various purposes as 
required.
Proximity between the halls will stress the potential for 
synergy between activities as well as the ease of use of the 
services.

The routing to the upper balcony becomes part of the 
scenography leading to the events in the main hall.
The routing has now been split into two separated routings to 

One is located between the two main halls, the instruments 
blend together in an “amphi-staircase” leading the way up to 
the balconies. Part of this staircase element could be used for 
animating foyer concerts.Reaching to the top of the staircase 
this routing allows for a similar attraction of coastal views.
The second composed by the fourth instrument 
supplementing the three main instruments which contains 
vertical access to the upper galleries of the main hall. At 
the top level of this instrument also serves as a public 
observatory occupies the corner location and allows great 
water front and Esja views.
The bridges between this fourth instrument are composed of 

contrasting character to the height of the space.

into the “instrument” that sits in the eastern corner of the CC 

Rehearsal Hall and is an immediate link to the loading area.
The design of the space combines the use of brass grains 
blended into the concrete, golden metal mesh curtains and 

celebrate and to emphasize the anticipation and intimacy of 
the performance or events taking place.
On gallery area for the upper galleries gallery and foyer is 
separated by the gentle cladding of the steel mesh “textile”. 
Special attention is being paid to create the right mix of 
transparency and clear openings to offer an intimate relation 
between the two spaces. Extra width has also been added to 
gallery area.

The “shoebox” concept, as requested by ARTEC, has been 

the CC building. It sits next to both the main entrance, and 
the Rehearsal Hall and is closely linked to the hotel and 
exhibition area.
Service cores integrated at each gable of the instrument 
provide full vertical integration of lower level support areas 
and the banquet kitchen, the conference hall as well as the 

sky restaurant and lounge - in town taking a prime location 
over viewing the entire harbour area. From this new Iceland 
sky restaurant, access via the roof garden allows further 
access to a panoramic roof terrace showing the splendor of 
the harbour and view of Esja.

According to the brief, the conference hall must be both 

accoustically controlled. The latter will be achieved via an 
ornamented mural curtain system integrated into the wall 
area

to see the sun setting in front of the harbour front on certain 

potential of providing daylight and views during breaks or on 
non light sensitive occasions, creating an overall high comfort 
level during long sessions. In the same manner a similar 
window is facing to the lobby entrance.

The “shoebox” concept as requested by ARTEC has been 

CC building. Sitting next to both the main entrance, and the 
Main Hall, it is also closely linked to the conference hall and 
loading dock.

up to see the daylight and the Cultural Plaza. This allows for 

rehearsals and non light sensitive performances.

Factors essential to the successful operation of a Concert 

level of security, a low risk of failure and with an overall clarity 
in layout. 
With the help of experienced consultants from around the 

this aim by:

operation

with easy access to the front of house

improves communications 

loading zone

SPILADÓS
THE CC BUILDING

GRAND SPIRAL STAIRCASE

LOBBY FLOOR PLATE

CONCERT HALL

GLASS FACADE STRUCTURE

STEEL MESH STRUCTURE

CONFERENCE HALL

ROOF PLATE

RECITAL HALL

EXPLODED VIEW
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D

PARTERRE LEVEL

The two large conference rooms have been made useable as the 4th hall to meet the require-
ments of the revised space list. The hall is proposed as one entire room with the possiblity of 
subdividing the space into two individual conference rooms connected directly with the exhibi-
tion areas and breakout facilities.
The room obtains daylight from a sculpturally shaped skylight that also creates the eight meter 
high space as required. 

The layout of the hotel conference facilities and connections to the Concert Hall has been re-
vised to provide better connection between the Cultural Plaza and the harbor.
The conference hall, exhibition space and associated meeting rooms have been moved to the 
parking garage level. Relocating these functions provides for access from either the cultural 
plaza (through monumental stairs and elevators); or directly from parking. Placing the meeting 
functions at the lower level allows for the Cultural Plaza to open directly to the harbor. 

the plaza level, while allowing light to the lower meeting facilities. The exhibition again serves 
as the connection of the hotel functions (both public and service) to the CCH main conference 
hall. This connection provides dedicated service access from the banquet kitchen and a sepa-
rated pedestrian link from the hotel to the CCH.

exhibition deliveries would also occur in the central dock, while smaller deliveries would arrive 

-

smooth operations at arrival before concerts as well as during intermissions and on departure. 

around 500 sqm for large conferences. Through adding the lower level for conference activities 
it is now better seperated from the rest of the public lobby.

experience of a constantly changing space that serves as a dramatic setting for an unlimited 
variety of performances and presentations.

elevators have been integrated into the concert hall front doubling the number of public eleva-
tors to four. Three of these are connected to the Parterre level. 

The majority of restrooms remain on Parterre level, but have been moved to a more central 
location with immediate access to both staircases and the three elevators.

The cloakroom has been moved to a more central location opposite the main restroom area, 
between the two staircases and close to the three elevators. The length of its desk, which is 
critical for speedy operations before and after events, has been maximised.

Internal staff circulation has been improved by moving staff stairs to both sides of the concert 
hall, thus shortening distances between key service areas. Together with the stairs at the back 
of the concert hall there are now three vertical service routes, which link stage, storage, per-
formers and administration areas on the various levels.

distances between performers’ spaces and the stage area. Additional storage and dressing 
rooms according to the revised space list have been integrated. 
Performers’ spaces have been improved by concentrating all performers’ facilities (artists 
rooms, rehearsal and storage spaces, workshops etc.) on the stage level and the two immedi-
ately adjacent levels above and below. 
The parterre level connects large dressing room facilities and rehearsal rooms with easy acces 
to stage and  storage areas. Rehearsal rooms have been moved from underneath the concert 
hall closer to the other performers’ and administration areas shortening the internal distances. 
The large storage area (from the revised space list) is close to the pit and has easy access to 

needs of the ISO.

on air handling for further information.
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D

GROUND FLOOR LEVEL

The hotel lobby has been increased with more space for loading to the hotel and the confer-
ence facilties directly into the banquet kitchen and the exhibition area below.
The restaruant and upper kitchen facilites is also improved in relation to international hotel 
standards. The lobby is situated closer to the central location in the middle of the hotel complex 
keeping shorter distances from the main vertical circulation to the individual hotel rooms.
The conference hall exhibition space and associated meeting rooms have been moved to the
parking garage level. Relocating these functions provides for access from either the cultural
plaza Oor upper lobby (through monumental stairs and elevators); or directly from parking.

-

the improved seperation of conference activities on the lower level. The sculpturally shaped 

the overall experience of a constantly changing space, which serves as dramatic setting for an 
unlimited variety of performances and presentations.

audiences during intermissions.

There is immediate access both from the outside Plaza – as a shop for advance ticket sales 

is closed off for private events.

should develop into a major ticketing operation for Iceland, its space can easily be increased 

For ticket control there are two options. It can take place through stewards at each door of the 
auditoriums. Alternatively tickets can be checked at movable barriers behind the entrances on 
both levels. 

-

that the overall number of elevators giving easy access to the different levels of the lobby has 
doubled to four.

Internal staff circulation has been improved by moving staff stairs to both sides of the concert 
hall, thus shortening distances between key service areas. Together with the stairs at the back 
of the concert hall there are now three vertical service routes, which link stage, storage, per-
formers and administration areas on the various levels.

distances between performers’ spaces and the stage area. Additional storage and dressing 
rooms according to the revised space list have been integrated. 

the long sides of the hall. It is also adjacent to the internal staircase to the artists rooms upstairs 
and the storage rooms downstairs.

access to the new conductor’s and solist’s dressing rooms and to the stairs, which lead to the 
dressing rooms on the levels below and above as well to all other performers’ and administra-
tion spaces.
House Management is ideally located next to a new internal corridor, which links backstage 

Hall.

Performers’ spaces have been improved by concentrating all performers’ facilities (artists 
rooms, rehearsal and storage spaces, workshops etc.) on the stage level and the two im-
mediately adjacent levels above and below. While the spaces around the stages are kept as 

been moved to the stage level. From all other dressing rooms access to the assembly area 
behind the stage of the concert hall is provided through the internal staircases on both sides 
of the stage.

can be operated both from the loading dock outside and from the Receiving room inside. 



CONFERENCE HALL 
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REHEARSAL HALL FLEXIBILITY
ALTERNATIVE STAGE SETTINGS

STAGE

STAGE

PUBLIC ACCESS TO LOBBYPUBLIC ACCESS TO LOBBY

DAYLIGHT DAYLIGHT

ACCESS TO BACKSTAGE ACCESS TO BACKSTAGE

ALTERNATIVE STAGE SETTING A ALTERNATIVE STAGE SETTING B
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THE GRAND LOBBY - VIEW TOWARDS GRAND STAIRCASE AND THE ESJA



PUBLIC FLOW

INTERNAL FLOW

RESTROOMS

BAR/PAUSE/LOBBY

VERTICAL CIRCULATION POINTS

FLOW CONCERT

FLOW PUBLIC / VISITORS

VERTICAL CIRCULATION POINTS

FLOW OFFICE PEOPLE

FLOW MUSCIANS ETC.

1. BALCONY LEVEL
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BAR/PAUSE/LOBBY

FLOW CONCERT

FLOW PUBLIC / VISITORS

VERTICAL CIRCULATION POINTS

VERTICAL CIRCULATION POINTS

FLOW OFFICE PEOPLE

ACCES TO 
RESTROOMS

ACCES TO 
RESTROOMS

PUBLIC FLOW

INTERNAL FLOW

-
tween the different parts and levels of the lobby. Now two main staircases connect the Upper 

elevators mean that the overall number of elevators giving easy access to the different levels 
of the lobby has doubled to four.
On each side of the concert hall behind the mesh there is an additional staircase, which directly 

the 3rd balcony can easily be closed at events, for which less tickets have been sold.

The public galleries on the front and sides of the concert hall have been increased in size to 

Openings making visual connections between the gallery levels are provided on the sides of 
the concert hall providing natural daylight sliding down the concrete walls of the concert hall 

From this level restrooms for use at the intermissions are located on the level above or be-
low. 

When visiting the lobby bars during intermission from the 2nd balcony level, there is direct con-
tact to two large lobby bar areas. One is located in the front of the concert hall with a view to 
the sea, Esja and the activity taking place in the lobby. Another lounge bar is situated between 

to the city skyline.

Internal staff circulation has been improved by moving staff stairs to both sides of the concert 
hall, thus shortening distances between key service areas. Together with the stairs at the back 
of the concert hall there are now three vertical service routes, which link stage, storage, per-
formers and administration areas on the various levels.

The administration is split into 2 levels on 2nd and 3rd balcony levels. An open atrium with 
-

formers levels below, thus securing a sense of unity and openness in the internal organization 
of the building. 

-

moved to a location closer to stage if desireable.

2. BALCONY LEVEL
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PUBLIC FLOW
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PUBLIC FLOW
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-
tween the different parts and levels of the lobby. Now two main staircases connect the Upper 

elevators mean that the overall number of elevators giving easy access to the different levels 
of the lobby has doubled to four.
On each side of the concert hall behind the mesh there is an additional staircase, which directly 

the 3rd balcony can easily be closed at events, for which less tickets have been sold.

The public galleries on the front and sides of the concert hall have been increased in relation 

on the sides of the concert hall providing natural daylight sliding down the concrete walls of 
the concert hall into the lowest gallery levels. The openings are only made where the public 

The public restrooms at the back of the concert hall have been rearranged with improved noise 
isolation. These toilets will also serve as restrooms during intermissions.

When visiting the lobby bars during intermission from this level, there will be an option of us-
ing the view lounge in the front of the building at the grand stair case or going one level down 
where two lobby bar areas are located.

Internal staff circulation has been improved by moving staff stairs to both sides of the concert 
hall, thus shortening distances between key service areas. Together with the stairs at the back 
of the concert hall there are now three vertical service routes, which link stage, storage, per-
formers and administration areas on the various levels.

The administration is split into two levels on 2nd and 3rd balcony levels. An open atrium with 
-

ers levels below, securing a sense of unity and openness in the internal organization of the 
building.

3. BALCONY LEVEL
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THE CCH
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RESTAURANT / VIEW LOUNGE

THE ESJA LOUNGE ON TOP OF THE CONFERENCE HALL



EAST HARBOUR - CCH BUILDING
ROOF LEVEL
SCALE 1:300
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ROOF LEVEL
SCALE 1:300



VIEW TO LOBBY FROM MAIN STAIR AND PUBLIC VIEW LOUNGE



THE LOBBY SEEN FROM SKY BRIDGE  LEADING TO THE CONCERT HALL
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24-HOUR CULTURE
DIFFERENT ARRANGEMENTS/EVENTS TAKING 
PLACE IN THE CC AND SURROUNDINGS

9:00

12:00 15:00

BACKSTAGE ACTIVITY

CONFERENCE PEOPLE 
MEET IN THE LOBBY

ICELANDIC ENERGY 
CONFERENCE STARTS

BACKSTAGE ACTIVITY

TICKET SALE
OPENS

LUNCH BUFFET FOR 
CONFERENCE PEOPLE

CONFERENCE
BREAK

REHERSAL FOR 
TONIGHTS SHOW

CONFERENCE

BUSY AT THE 
TICKET DESK

EXHIBITION
“Tomorrows
energy resources”
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21:00

24:00 03:00

18:00

TICKET SALE

CLASSIC CONCERT
FOR CHILDREN

CONCERT
“Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
250th anniversary setup by
The Iceland Symphony Orchestra”

THEATRE

PARTY IN THE 
ESJA LOUNGE

BAR

MIDNIGHT JAZZ
IN THE JAZZ BAR

PEOPLE HANGING 
OUT IN THE LOBBY DISCO FEVER

CONFERENCE
DINNER

RESTAURANT
AND LOUNGEOPEN PERFORMANCE

AFTERHOUR
PARTY



THE TIP OF THE CCH
VIEW FROM THE HARBOURSIDE, EAST OF THE BUILDING



JAZZ CONCERT EUROVISION SONG CONTEST

CLASSICAL CONCERTU2 ROCK CONCERT

LOBBY EVENTS
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CONCERT HALL PICTURE FROM 
1ST ROUND

CONCERTHALL - EVENTS

VIEW FROM STAGE



JAZZ CONCERT EUROVISION SONG CONTEST

U2 ROCK CONCERT CLASSICAL CONCERT
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VIEW FROM THE PROMENADE TOWARDS THE CC AND ESJA



EAST HARBOUR - CCH BUILDING
SECTION B-B 
SCALE 1:300

EAST HARBOUR - CCH BUILDING
SECTION A-A
SCALE 1:300
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EAST HARBOUR - CCH BUILDING
SECTION C-C
SCALE 1:300

EAST HARBOUR - CCH BUILDING
SECTION D-D
SCALE 1:300
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VIEW TOWARDS THE CC BUILDING FROM CULTURAL PLAZA



EAST HARBOUR - CCH BUILDING
SECTION E-E
SCALE 1:300
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EAST HARBOUR - CCH BUILDING
PARTIAL SECTION 
1:100



EXTERIOR FINISHES
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The main objective is to balance and compose the use and choice of materials for harsh climate conditions on a climati-
cally exposed location and balance the overall design intentions.

patina of time

Investigations have been into the openness and visual impact of the stainless steel mesh. 
Prototypes of mesh fabrics with different percentage of openings and different types of golden inserts have been devel-
oped. Further investigations into the right detailing of the material will  proceed as a 1:1 modelling in the further project 
development.

-
ment.

-
plied with solar control of 50-60% (transparent, non visual coating).  Average glass panel size approx. 1200x3400 mm. 

the prescribed wind load.

and glass structures suspended from the ceiling to the lobby deck.

or toughened and applied with solar control of 50-60%.  Average glass panel size approx. 1500x3400 mm. and vertical 

Please refer to detail technical section in 1:100.



ISO MANAGEMENT
VIEW FROM OFFICE RECEPTION



ISO DIRECTOR
VIEW FROM ISO ART DIRECTORS OFFICE
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AIR HANDLING - PLAN CONCEPT
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AIR HANDLING - PLAN CONCEPT
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LOBBY
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AIR BLOWN INTO 
CAR PARKING

AIR INTAKE
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MIXING CAPABILITY

HIGH INDUCTION / 
MIXING CAPABILITY

HIGH INDUCTION / 
MIXING CAPABILITY

the concert & conference center to satisfy occupant comfort 
and fresh air requirements (except rooms adjacent to the 

air volume systems will generally be utilized in appropriate 
locations.

The ventilation plant will generally be located into the follow-
ing allocated plant rooms:

The ventilation for the main areas of the Icelandic concert & 
conference center has been grouped as follows:

• Auditorium concert hall

• Stage areas
• Rehearsal hall
• Rehearsal rooms
• Conference hall

• Electrical plant rooms

• Store rooms

• Meeting rooms
• Mechanical plant rooms 
• Electrical plant rooms

The lobby will be ventilated using a mixed mode ventilation 
strategy, using a combination of mechanical and natural venti-
lation systems.

To insulate noise from the restrooms towards the concert hall, 
following matters will be taken into account:

construction with noise absorbent materials;

The rehearsal rooms will be ventilated on variable volume 

capability.

The conference hall will be ventilated on variable volume 

capability.

the building will be ventilated using a mixed mode solution. 
Open able windows will be provided in each dressing room for 
use when the external ambient temperatures exceed internal 

-
tion will be used to provide fresh air minimizing fabric heat 

mechanically ventilated.

be insulated with highly noise absorbent materials.
All noisy electrical equipments will be kept away from the 
separating walls between restrooms and the concert hall and 

The auditorium ventilation and heating system will be based 
on low velocity displacement ventilation principal of providing 
conditioned air to the space from the plenums located under 
the seated areas at each level of the auditorium.

The stage area ventilation and heating system will be based 
on low velocity displacement ventilation principle of providing 
conditioned air to the space from outlets along the rear walls 
of the stage areas ensuring that scenery is unaffected from 
grill outlet velocities.

The rehearsal hall will be ventilated on variable volume using 
-

bility.
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VIEW OF THE CC BUILDING
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SPILADÓS
MUSIC BOX

SPILADÓS TEAM

EIGNARHALDSFÉLAGIÐ FASTEIGN
KLASI
SCHMIDT, HAMMER & LASSEN k/s
THG
ARROWSTREET
BERNARD ENGLE, ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS
LÍNUHÖNNUN
VSÓ RÁzGJÖF
E. PIHL & SØN
ÍSTAK
HOWARD RAYNOR, BRIDGEWATER HALL, MANCHESTER.
KARSTEN WITT MUSIK MANAGEMENT GmbH
KÁRI KÁRASON, CEO OF ICELANDAIR HOTELS


